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Introduction: Lunar impact basins are filled with 
massive amounts of basaltic lava, erupted over 
extremely long periods of time. Recent orbital datasets, 
internally consistent across the lunar surface, allow 
studies of “big picture” questions such as the 
compositional range and temporal evolution of mare 
basalts. This study addresses these questions in the 
context of Imbrium basin lavas. 

The Imbrium basin, over 1,000 km in diameter, 
was formed approximately 3.8 Ga ago by an impact 
that likely penetrated into the lunar mantle [1,2]. The 
basin was subsequently filled by multiple flows of 
tholeiitic basalt. Hiesinger et al. [3,4] mapped 30 mare 
lava units within the basin, each covering thousands of 
km2, based on multispectral Galileo Earth/Moon 
encounter images. 

Data Sets: Crater Ages. Hiesinger et al. [3,4] 
derived model ages for each of the 30 units within the 
Imbrium basin, based on crater abundances in specific 
areas within each unit. Each crater count area is at least 
50 km across. Crater model ages for the count areas 
range from 3.65 to 1.51 Ga. The outline for each of the 
count areas is mapped in LROC QuickMap [5; Fig. 1]. 

 
Fig. 1. Flow units and model ages in the Imbrium basin 

FeO, TiO2 and Th Abundances. This study used 
FeO abundances derived from Lunar Prospector  
neutron spectrometer data [6], binned at 2 px/deg (~15 
km). TiO2 abundances were derived from Lunar 
Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO) Wide-Angle Camera 
(WAC) images [7], binned at 32 px/deg (~0.9 km). 
Thorium abundances were derived from Lunar 
Prospector gamma ray spectrometer data [8]. The mean 

values of FeO, TiO2 and Th abundances, averaged 
across each of the crater count areas, were determined 
from QuickMap data overlays. 

Results: FeO Abundances. The FeO abundances at 
the crater age count areas in the Imbrium basin range 
from 17 to 24 wt % (Fig. 2). Flow units older than 2.5 
Ga exhibit a large range in FeO abundances, with no 
obvious correlation to age. The few flow units younger 
than 2.5 Ga have a narrower range of FeO abundances 
and generally higher values than older units. 

Fig. 2. FeO abundances vs. unit age 

TiO2 Abundances. The TiO2 abundances range from 
below the detection limit of approximately 2 wt % to 
approximately 8 wt % (Figure 3). As was the case for 
FeO, the TiO2 abundances for units older than 2.5 Ga 
exhibit a wide range with no correlation to unit age.  
The TiO2 abundances for younger units exhibit a 
narrower range and generally higher values. 

Fig. 3. TiO2 abundances vs. unit age 
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Th Abundances.  The Th abundances range from 
approximately 2 to 8 ppm (Figure 4). As was the case 
for FeO and TiO2, the Th abundances for units older 
than 2.5 Ga exhibit a wide range with no correlation to 
unit age.  The Th abundances for younger units exhibit 
a narrower range and generally higher values. 

Fig. 4. TiO2 abundances vs. unit age 

Discussion: The current study is restricted to the 
Imbrium basin. Previous studies of FeO and TiO2 
abundance vs. age across the entire Moon reached a 
variety of conclusions. Sato et al [7] observed that 
TiO2 in mare basalts was more variable prior to 2.6 Ga 
than afterward, while Hiesinger et al [9] saw no 
systematic trend in TiO2. These authors [9] also 
reported no systematic trend in FeO with age, but did 
observe that flow units older than ~3.3 Ga show a 
wider variety in FeO than younger units. 

The oldest mare basalt units exposed in the 
Imbrium basin erupted ~200 million years after basin 
formation, and the youngest erupted some 2 Ga later. 
Over this time FeO, TiO2 and Th abundances varied 
over significant ranges. In each of these three datasets, 
for units older than 2.5 Ga there is no obvious 
correlation with unit age. The abundance ranges are 
strikingly varied prior to 2.5 Ga, and are more 
restricted with later eruptions. The younger lavas 
generally correspond to a large high-TiO2 flow which 
has been suggested to have originated from outside of 
the Imbrium basin [10]. 

The current results, particularly for flows older 
than 2.5 Ga, can be used to test models of source 
regions for the Imbrium basalt flows. In the simplest 
model, the basalts were derived from a single, well-
mixed magma chamber in which the composition did 
not change over the course of multiple eruptions. This 
model predicts that the major, minor and trace element  
abundances would remain constant over billions of 
years. In a more complex model, the magma 

composition in the chamber evolved systematically 
over time and the composition of lava flows would 
reflect this evolution. Alternatively, the lava flows 
could be derived from multiple, localized magma 
sources with independent compositions. In this model 
the individual flow compositions would show no 
correlation with unit age.  Of these three models, the 
current study supports multiple magma sources. 

Ground truth from the Apollo 15 site, on the 
eastern edge of the Imbrium basin, supports this third 
model. Astronaut photographs across Hadley Rille 
show multiple distinct lava flows (Figure 5). All 
Apollo 15 basalt samples are approximately the same 
age, ~ 3.3 Ga. The basalts in the Apollo 15 collection 
include two distinct compositions — olivine normative 
and pigeonite (quartz) normative [11]. Apparently at 
this location 3.3 Ga ago basalt flows were erupting 
from two independent  magma sources. 

Fig. 5. Multiple lava flows exposed in the wall of 
Hadley Rille (AS15-89-12104, 89-12157 detail)  
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